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1. Digital Commons _Background at TSU
   1. From two schools to the entire institution
2. Digital commons  Values
3. Digital Commons and COST
4. SelectedWorks collection (website and scholarship)
5. Student Works and Faculty Support
6. Next Steps
Digital Scholarship Community: Every College, School, Center, and Unit

• Moving to the next level
  • Each Department has a structure
  • Student works and poster sessions can be published
  • Can use to meet NSF, NIH, EPA data management and data sharing requirements
  • Builds on the prestige of the College
  • Can showcase images on every department structure
  • Provides monthly metrics for faculty
  • Has the back office protocol to support peer review journals
  • Excellent for archival information including audio, video, and images
Digital Commons _ Highlights

• College or School Community Structure
• Unlimited Storage
• 370 Higher Education Institutions
• ROI – Visibility – Recruitment – Student Performance & Success
• Who is Digital Commons
Who is Digital Commons

It’s the College of Pharmacy & Health Sciences
Who is Digital Commons

We are Digital Commons

Your works are Digital Commons

Faculty

Student

Affiliates
Start Your Selected Works

• BIO and or CV available
• Photo of your Choice –
  • Can use School or College Logo to highlight photo
• TSU email or other email to register
• Institution – Texas Southern University
• At least one piece of content to upload
  This Is Your Scholarship
  Promote your courses
  Promote student writing

http://works.bepress.com/
Start your own Selectedworks. Institution Texas Southern University
Browse the *College of Pharmacy & Health Sciences* Collections:

**College of Pharmacy & Health Sciences Student projects, Theses & Dissertations**

**Faculty Publications and Scholarship**

Use this link if your site started for you

http://works.bepress.com/cgi/useradd.cgi
Student as Scientist

- Inquiry
- Data Collection
- Problem Statements
- Problem Solvers
- Analysis
- Communicating our Scholarship Together
- Research Questions And Answers
- Presentations
- Posters
- ETD’s

FACULTY AS GUIDES AND MENTORS

@BJMLSPA
Journal _ Opportunity
 Peer Review Platform & Protocols

• Author Management
• Editorial control and multiple Editors support systems.
• Digital peer review process
• Review management and digital decision process
• Editor verifies the look and accuracy of the final version and requests the author’s approval for publication (optional).
• The editor assigns the approved manuscript to open issue.
• The editor publishes an entire issue or a single manuscript.

Source: : http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/reference
Restating the Opportunities

- Faculty Scholarship
- Student Journals
- Conferences
- Lecture Series
- Teaching Resource
- Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETD’s)
- Student Posters
- Capstone projects
- Data Management
Thank You
contact me as needed

Anthony M. Rodriguez, Ph.D.
rodriguezam@tsu.edu
713 313 7443
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